GNOME 3.0

A Live Circus^WStatus Update

The GNOME Community
Platform Cleanup
REASONS
Why?

- Size matters (mobile market)
- Attractivity for developers
SCOPE
Mandatory

- Remove usage of deprecated libraries
  - Bonobo/Orbit, Libgnome, Libgnomeui, LibGlade, LibGnomeCanvas, LibArtLgpl, LibGnomeVfs, LibGnomePrint, Esound
- Remove usage of deprecated symbols
- Be GTK+ 3 ready
  - Non-single includes
  - GSeal
Mandatory for various apps

- Bonobo ➔ D-Bus migration
- Xulrunner ➔ WebKit migration
- Hal ➔ DeviceKit migration
Nice to have

• Gobject-introspection support
• Removing Libsexy
STATUS
Status?

• Done
  – LibArtLgpl
  – LibGnomeVfs
  – LibGnomePrint
  – Esound
Status?

- In the works/to do:
  - Bonobo/Orbit
  - Libgnome(ui)
  - LibGlade
  - Deprecated API
  - Single includes

PENDING ISSUES
Technical Issues

• EggSMClient
  – copied into all apps because there is no session management in GTK+

• Status of GTK+ 3
  – Gseal?

• Bindings
  – Successfully avoid that deprecated functionality/modules are used
Maintenance Issues

- Getting attention from maintainers
- "Patch review? Yeah, if I find some time. Later."
- What about unmaintained modules?
  - gnome-system-tools, gnome-mag, etc.
HOW TO HELP
Getting involved

• @Hackers: Help out. Provide patches. Implement missing functionality.

• @Maintainers: Do your job. Review patches. Implement missing functionality.
Write that down. Now.
Accessibility
Accessibility
Bonobo deprecation and D-Bus replacement
at-spi status
gnome-mag & gnome-speech
WebKit Accessibility
HFOSS Projects

MouseTrap improvements
VizAudio
Documentation
Mallard
Empathy Manual V2.1

1. Introduction
2. Getting Started
3. Accounts
4. Contacts and Groups

Contacts and Groups

About This Document
Empathy Manual V2.1
Introduction
Getting Started
Accounts
Contacts and Groups

About This Document
Introduction
Empathy Instant Messenger

Talk to people

Add someone to your list of contacts
Add someone to your contact list.

Change your status
Change your status, if you are going away from your computer for example.

Send a file to someone
Send a file from your computer to one of your contacts.

Send a message to someone
Send a message to one of your contacts.

Manage instant messaging accounts

Add a new account
Add a new account to Empathy.

Disable an account
Prevent an account from logging-in automatically when you start Empathy.

Register for a new account
Register an account with one of the supported messaging services.

Remove an account
Completely remove an account from Empathy.

Fix common problems
• Rewrite User Guide and Accessibility Guide with Mallard
• Relicense documentation to CC BY-SA 3.0
Art
No pictures :'( 
More is more
Yay! New theme!
• Cleaner appearance
• Better layout
• Updated look
• Refreshed gnome-icon-theme
• New default widget theme
• New backgrounds
• Refreshed look for the website
Website
Hi, I'm Lucas from Brazil!
I have no idea what a website is, but it's okay!
Have you noticed that my beard never grows?
I have a little secret about our product at Litl, but I won't share it with you.
Dude, my english accent from London is so good!
Marketing
Marketing Campaign
We have a plan!
Zeitgeist
Change the way we access our documents
Goals

- Documents used in any given time period
- Bookmark and Tag Documents
- Search activities by tags, etc.
- Get most used Documents, Tags, Event types and Applications and websites
You can help!
Shell
Here to 3.0

Implement
Test with Users
Repeat

Polish (pretty!)
App integration
Release Management
We ♥ applications
Timeline? Schedule?

WHEN?